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The conference, organized by the IARC (Independent Architecture Research
Colloquia) of the University of Architecture of Innsbruck, is related to the
issue of aesthetics; recollecting and reframing the reflections over
architecture, representation, formalism, aesthetics, composition and
historical changes that have been discussed within the last years. The
Symposium’s aim is to collect a comprehensive set of state-of-the-art
approaches to the questions of architectural and urban form and thus
provide an updated examination of aesthetic, formal and typological
investigations.

 

KEYNOTE LECTURE

MARK WIGLEYMARK WIGLEY 

Professor and Dean Emeritus
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia
University, New York
Friday June 2, 5:00 pm

 

 

  .program.program

 Thursday June 1, 2017 Thursday June 1, 2017



Opening: 10:00 am
Dean’s welcome: Bart LootsmaBart Lootsma

Symposium Introduction
Ingrid Mayrhofer-Hufnagl & Giacomo PalaIngrid Mayrhofer-Hufnagl & Giacomo Pala
University Innsbruck

MORNING SESSION, 11:00 am
“Speculations on Aesthetics”

Vera Bühlmann Vera Bühlmann 
Technical University Vienna | ETH Zürich
"The Digital, a Continent? Architecture within the Objective Space of Cunning
Reason"
Robin van den AkkerRobin van den Akker
Erasmus University Rotterdam
“Metamodern Aesthetics: periodizing space and mapping time"
Yael Reisner Yael Reisner 
Yael Reisner Studio London | University of Applied Sciences Düsseldorf
“Beauty Matters: The Cultural Bias,  The Enigma, and The Timely Pursuit of
New Beauties while Generating Design today in Post-Digital Architecture”
Nicole StöcklmayrNicole Stöcklmayr
MECS Leuphana University, Lueneburg
"New Views: Architecture in Timelines“

Roundtable Discussion
moderator: Nicole StöcklmayrNicole Stöcklmayr

 

Lunch break (1:00 pm)

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:30 pm
“Untimely Presents”

Ole W. Fisher Ole W. Fisher 
School of Architecture CA+P University of Utah
“From Avant-garde to Arrière-garde? Friedrich Nietzsche, Henry van de
Veldeand a case study on untimeliness”
Giovanni Galli Giovanni Galli 
Polytechnic School, Department of Architecture, University Genua
“Time and Aesthetics”
Elie Haddad Elie Haddad 
School of Architecture, Lebanese American University
"Transcending Geography: Architecture in the Neo-Liberal Era”
Césanne RhendCésanne Rhend 
Rhend Design and Reseearch Office, Toronto
“A search for the ‘Common Ground’. Dualities in Architecture and the crisis of
Relevance and Aesthetics“
Tahl Kaminer Tahl Kaminer 
Edinburgh College of Art, University of Edinburgh
“Architectural Autonomy and the Plinth“
Adam Nathaniel Furman Adam Nathaniel Furman 
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design, London
"Colour, Context and Taste: (Un)necessary Outsiderism"



Roundtable Discussion 
moderator: Davide Tommaso FerrandoDavide Tommaso Ferrando

Reception (6:00 pm)

 

Friday June 2, 2017Friday June 2, 2017

MORNING SESSION, 10:00 am
“The Practice of Aesthetics”

Kristy Balliet Kristy Balliet 
BairBalliet | Ohio State University, Knowlton School of Architecture | SCI-Arc,
Los Angeles
“Inbetween“
Katarina AndjelkovicKatarina Andjelkovic
Atelier AG Andjelkovic | University of Belgrad
“Other Forms of Epistemologies:  Kinesthetic Imagination in Architecture”
Aleksandr Mergold Aleksandr Mergold 
Austin + Mergold LLC | AAP Department of Architecture, Cornell University,
Ithaca
“The (Un)Timely Practice“
Camille Lacadée Camille Lacadée 
Independent Researcher
“Postprandial Somnolence“
Lara Lesmes & Fredrik Hellberg Lara Lesmes & Fredrik Hellberg 
Space Popular | Architectural Association (AA), London
"Inside out -  Towards a Vocabulary of Spatial Experience."

Roundtable Discussion 
moderator: Kanokwan TrakulyingcharoenKanokwan Trakulyingcharoen

Lunch break (12:30 pm)

AFTERNOON, 2:00 – 4:30 pm 
PhD Colloquia 

 

Group 1
critics: Yael Reisner, Fredrik Hellberg, Camille LacadeeYael Reisner, Fredrik Hellberg, Camille Lacadee
chaired by Peter MassinPeter Massin

Ashish MohiteAshish Mohite | Aalto University
Kaveh AigghebandKaveh Aiggheband | Univesity of Nebraska Lincoln
Renate WeissenböckRenate Weissenböck | Graz University of Technology
Anna LorensAnna Lorens | ViaModa Industrial/ Polimoda, Poznan
Carol KoflerCarol Kofler | University of Innsbruck

 

Group 2
critics: Thal Kaminer, Elie Haddad, Lara Lesmes, Giovanni GalliThal Kaminer, Elie Haddad, Lara Lesmes, Giovanni Galli
chaired by Kanokwan TrakulyingcharoenKanokwan Trakulyingcharoen



Markus BlöslMarkus Blösl | University of Innsbruck 
Sophia Veronica WalkSophia Veronica Walk | Graz University of Technology
Roman SchögglRoman Schöggl | University of Innsbruck 
Walter KlaszWalter Klasz | University of Innsbruck

 

Group 3
critics: Mark Wigley, Kristy Balliet, Adam Nathaniel FurmanMark Wigley, Kristy Balliet, Adam Nathaniel Furman
chaired by Ingrid Mayrhofer-HufnaglIngrid Mayrhofer-Hufnagl

Clara JanschkeClara Janschke | University of Innsbruck 
Alexa BaumgartnerAlexa Baumgartner | University of Innsbruck 
Eva SommereggerEva Sommeregger | Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
Giacomo PalaGiacomo Pala | University of Innsbruck

 

.please note schedule is subject to change 

 

 .topic.topic

If it is true that, today, architecture is in crisis due to being judged more and
more by the canon of fashion, we have to consider new architectural
playgrounds in which we can find a new basis for today. Classically, thethe
development of ideas and knowledge in architecture is brokendevelopment of ideas and knowledge in architecture is broken
down in a number of categories: typology, form, aesthetics anddown in a number of categories: typology, form, aesthetics and
technologytechnology. These categories, which have dominated the architect’s
imagination, have always established new systems of classification within
the discipline’s knowledge base. Such a re-invigoration can once againSuch a re-invigoration can once again
be read as part of a new wave, where terms go in and  out ofbe read as part of a new wave, where terms go in and  out of
fashion, but yet the way we deal with terms can also be read as afashion, but yet the way we deal with terms can also be read as a
creative technique of using old ideas to describe and reinforcecreative technique of using old ideas to describe and reinforce
new conceptsnew concepts. Although the topic may seem not at all new or unique, the
contemporary condition underlines an urgency to address these questions:
where do we go from here? Where do we stand?

Recent trends in this “crisis” have already shown a general interest in
aesthetics, representation and other possible forms of embodiment of
“truths”, norms and epistemologies: from parametricism to neo-rationalism
and realisms of any kind. In this context, the word “crisis” [κρίσις] is intended
as an impulse, an accelerating isolation, as a new reality of differences, not
as heresy of a dark end. In order to avoid mutual isolation, theIn order to avoid mutual isolation, the
conference wants to investigate how the “crisis” can produceconference wants to investigate how the “crisis” can produce
innovative cross-aesthetic dialoguesinnovative cross-aesthetic dialogues. In one sense, the symposium’s
aim is to analyze the role of critique and the renewed interest in
representation, historicism, composition, technology and formalism that is
recently emerging in many practices as well as theoretical frameworks.
Furthermore, our intent is to offer a platform for the diagnostic of the
present in order to develop possibilities for the future. If it is true that, as Le
Corbusier once said, “to pass the crisis we must create the state of mind
which can understand what is going on,” this problem is even more topical
today. At this moment, the meta-arguments of architecture have shown



their fallacy, unveiling a disciplinary world of yeses and nos. Yet, the reality is
a panoply of originality where architectural experiences are infinite, with no
centralized cultural power, each living in absolute relativism.

Rather than lamenting a loss of cultural content or fostering a positivist
belief in technology, the symposium’s aim is to understand how thethe symposium’s aim is to understand how the
coexistence of different interests is affecting new trends ofcoexistence of different interests is affecting new trends of
architecture at the intersection of representation, historicism,architecture at the intersection of representation, historicism,
composition, technology and formalismcomposition, technology and formalism.

The symposium wants to analyze the heterogeneous set of ideas, forms, and
styles that are perpetually changing. In this sense, [Un]timely Aesthetics
refers to the notion of the contemporary:  architecture as a trope and
multiple tropes at the same time. Indeed, “topical” has always been an
inevitable condition for the formal and aesthetic relevance of new works of
architecture. On the other hand, non-topical, Unzeitgemäß (Nietszche) is
equally important in order to maintain a critical distance to understand the
contemporary. The conference wants to address the heterogeneousThe conference wants to address the heterogeneous
complexity of mutually entangled non-topicalities and topicalitiescomplexity of mutually entangled non-topicalities and topicalities
characterizing contemporary architecturecharacterizing contemporary architecture. To do so, the discussion
will involve researchers and architects from different generations in order to
verify what – today - can be shared.

Finally, we seek for emerging realities, practices, and ideas of multiple
paradigms to focus on specific defined architectural aspects and
reinterpreting them through [Un]timely Aesthetics[Un]timely Aesthetics. Given, then, the
present cultural context, we ask: how is this globalized multitude of
multitudes affecting architecture? How could it be conceptualized? Is it
useful, or even plausible, to re-frame the aesthetics of architecture and its
disciplinary domain in the current context? If so, what are the limits of
architectural knowledge?  Is it possible to elaborate an epistemological
pluralism? How can we interpret similar ideas differently?

 

.contributions.contributions

we seek for three kinds of contributions

1. PapersPapers

This section is open to any researcher, whether independent or not. All
selected full papers (3000 – 5000 words) will be published in the conference
proceedings. Furthermore, five high-quality abstracts will be invited to
present the paper as part of the conference program..

2. PhD colloquiaPhD colloquia

This section is open only to Ph.D. students whom, after a selection, will be
invited to present their work and research during the conference in the
Ph.D. colloquia.

3. Drawings/ProjectsDrawings/Projects

“Thought is impossible without an image.” – Aristotle, On Memory and
Reminiscence (450a)



With a focus on the meaning of drawings for various forms of knowledge
production, the drawing contribution considers: How do drawings relate to
visual thinking as knowledge production? What role do they play in creative
and cognitive processes? And what is the significance of drawings as a
methodology?

We invite talented young architects (max 40 years old) from all over the
world to submit an unpublished drawing or project about architecture,
landscape, and the city. The best works will be part of the conference
proceeding and will be exhibited during the conference.

 

.submission guidelines:.submission guidelines:

1. Abstract Papers/ColloquiaAbstract Papers/Colloquia

Abstracts should be no longer than 400 words. List a maximum of five
keywords and place them before the abstract.
Abstracts will need to be written in English. Each author can submit only one
work but can be co-author of others.

For the submission, it is necessary to attach a *.doc/*.rtf files for each
abstract to iarc@uibk.ac.at no later than March 15, 2017. A short
biographical statement (150 words) needs to be submitted with the abstract.

The acceptance or rejection of the abstracts will be communicated to the
authors by email on April 14, 2017. Any changes to the scheduled dates will
be announced through the symposium website

2. Full PaperFull Paper

This document provides style guidelines which must be respected by
authors and be used as a model. Full papers should be written in Word or
similar and be no longer than 5000 words, not including notes and
references.

Download the guidelines-template (.doc) for full papersDownload the guidelines-template (.doc) for full papers  

Deadline for full papers May 12, 2017.

3. DrawingsDrawings

The drawing must be sent as a *.jpg or *.pdf file, not exceeding 5 MB with a
.txt/.doc file. The text file should listing the name/s of the author/authors,
title, technique, dimensions of the original drawing, description of the
drawing/project (not exceed 250 words), short bio of the creator or the
group (up to 150 words). Submission will need to be sent to the following 
e-mail  iarc@uibk.ac.at by April 21, 2017.  All texts will need to be written in
English.

Notification of acceptance will be given by April 28, 2017.

 

.schedule.schedule

Deadline for abstracts                                                                                                
  March 15

mailto:iarc@uibk.ac.at
https://www.uibk.ac.at/foko-architektur/04-conference/untimelyaesthetics/untimelyaesthetics_submissionguidlines_fullpaper.pdf
https://www.uibk.ac.at/foko-architektur/04-conference/untimelyaesthetics/untimelyaesthetics_submissionguidlines_fullpaper.doc
mailto:iarc@uibk.ac.at


Communication of abstract acceptance                                                                  
  April 14

Announcement of invitations for Ph.D. colloquia                                                  
  April 14

Deadline drawing submission                                                                                    
 April 21

Notifications regarding the selection of drawings                                                  
 April 28

Full paper submission                                                                                                
   May 12

Conference                                                                                                                    
  June 1-2 

 

 

The complete exposé can be downloaded here.The complete exposé can be downloaded here.

 

 Organizing Committee: Dr Ingrid Mayrhofer-Hufnagl, Giacomo Pala

∠

https://www.uibk.ac.at/foko-architektur/04-conference/untimelyaesthetics/call.pdf

